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Behorende bij het proefschrift:
Challenging dental unit water biofilms – clean, treat, repeat
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1. Basing the risk assessment of your dental unit water system on heterotrophic 
plate counts alone, is like gathering all felines in Amsterdam in one single room 
and walk into that room based on the acceptable number of domestic cats only! 
This thesis.

2. Compliance to infection control procedures seems to be inversely proportional 
to the amount of biofilm in the dental unit water system. This thesis.

3. As in humans, persistence and resilience of microbial biofilms comes from having 
been given the chance to work through difficult problems. This thesis, after 
Gever Tulley.

4. “In any scholarship endeavour, excitement is a false friend; the more thrilling 
the theory, the more theorists want it to be true.” Graham Robb in The Ancient 
Paths: Discovering the Lost Map of Celtic Europe (2014), Picador UK.

5. “The goalkeeper is the lone eagle, the man of mystery, the last defender.” 
Vladimir Nabokov in Jonathan Wilson, The Outsider: A History of the Goalkeeper 
(2012), Orion.

6. A dental unit biofilm ecosystem is a lot like Dutch culture, if you stick your mush-
room-head above the hydrodynamic layer, it will be sheared off. This thesis.

7. Completing this PhD is a lot like a scene in Little Britain “So they want me to star 
in it, write da feem toon, sing da feem toon”. After Dennis Waterman in ‘Little 
Britain’ (BBC).

8. “Killing is not removal!” Hans-Curt Flemming at Eurobiofilms (2009), Personal 
communication.

9. Keeping the dental unit water safe is a lot like keeping your mouth healthy, you 
need to clean, treat and repeat. This thesis.

10. “‘Science is a way of thinking, much more than it is a body of knowledge.” 
Carl Sagan in Broca’s Brain: Reflections on the Romance of Science. Random 
House Publishing Group.


